Preface

Ten years of search were needed to trace the history of this Alfa
Romeo from beginning of construction in 1935 at Fiume, Italy,
followed by many ownerships over the next 70 years to the rediscovery in 1978 and its presentation worldwide. The main actors of the first years were the brothers Gino and Oscar Jankovits
in close cooperation with Vittorio Jano, the head of car development of
Alfa Romeo. This project of a mid-engined Alfa Romeo high-speed racer
can only be understood in a context with the battle of the German giants
Auto Union and Mercedes-Benz during the thirties. This created an incredible situation: the two firms were hunting for success and managed
to create a concentration of know how around them. In this power field
ingenious engineers as Ferdinand Porsche played a game together with
creative designers. The development of the Aerospider took advantage of
this inspiring environment. The peak of output was reached when both
companies battled on the world speed record, 432.7 km/h, which lasted
about 80 years. Other car companies had to play a minor role in this field.
Alfa Romeo’s abilities which were mainly based on their superb drivers
like Tazio Nuvolari flared only. They could have become the third force
if the Aerospider would have gone into operation with a 12 C engine as
planned by Vittorio Jano. We could not trace any official documents of
Alfa Romeo or Vittorio Jano. If they ever had existed – what seems to be
unlikely due to the project’s and Jano’s nature – they were lost since the
factory’s archive was bombed out in WW II and Jano lost all documents
when his home in Turin was bombed by the same Allied Forces, and the
brothers Jankovits had to leave all but a few drawings when they escaped
from the pressure of the communistic leader after WW II. We found original drawings of construction which present a 6 C engine as if it would
be a project for a sports car capable of about 200 km/h. Indeed, such an
engine has been installed after the race car project ended with Jano’s dis6

missal in 1937. But all characteristics of the Aerospider indicate a high
speed race car capable of over 400 km/h, not a sports car. Jano’s right
hand Luigi Fusi who had been with Alfa Romeo for 65 years expressed
his knowledge of the secret project and his appreciation of the just rediscovered Aerospider after he failed two times to acquire the Alfa for the
factory museum:
“
”

»always hope to see her returning to
I taly even if she will not be running«

The importance of any car and hence its value is based on four main aspects: the overall design, technical innovation, history and rarity. It is
rarely be seen in the automotive world that one single car fulfils all requirements at the highest levels as the Aerospider does:
a futuristic bodywork without heritage – technical solutions about 20
years ahead of global car development – a concept car used in a breakthrough of the Iron Curtain – a hidden one-off.
By definition a concept car has to offer a glimpse into the future and to
demonstrate what can be made possible. By its appearance the Aerospider would have been the first concept car, but it also was designed to
drive and still does.
This Alfa Romeo had the potential of pointing the development route of
car design, but failed as it was always hidden in its early life.
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1.
The beginning –
J a n o ’s d r e a m
It all started with an invitation of Vittorio Jano, head of Alfa Romeo car development, by Ferdinand Porsche for a
non-public testing of his new creation: a
16 V Grand Prix car with a mid-mounted engine in Monza on 31 January 1934.
This very first test drive of different versions of the so-called Typ A had to prove
the successful construction of a mid-engined race car built by Porsche for the
Auto Union car company.
Jano did not come alone to the spectacle by himself, he had taken with him
two befriended students from the Polytechnic University of Turin: the brothers
Gino and Oscar Jankovits.
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Ferdinand Porsche
giving advice to driver
Hans Stuck

A second series of drawings, most detailed to important and partly pioneering features and design changes were
issued till 1936
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early drawing presented no windscreen
and a trans-axle design

4.
A l f a R o m e o ’s
pre-war
developments –
influence of the
Aerospider

Was there anything of the Aerospider
project which influenced the development of later designs of Alfa Romeo
sports cars?
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There is ample evidence that the Aerospider project did have an influence
on subsequent development. Jano’s
successor Ricart had not been involved
in the secret project and had his own
vision of a new racing car – which was
also mid-engined. Ricart started to develop three cars, two of them mid-engined as if he wanted to show Jano how

such a project should be done. But none
got further than being proposals or unfinished prototypes.
The first was the 512 of which 2 prototypes have been built between 1940 and
1941. It was this car which was - prior to
the discovery of the Aerospider - known
as the first mid-engined car built by
Alfa Romeo.
After the Aerospider`s rediscovery it
was first thought that this Alfa was the
lost 512 and the latter has indeed features in common with his predecessor.

This mid-engined monoposto had a
1490 cm3 engine of 335 hp and was
equipped with a suspension similar to
the Aerospider. The dimensions were:
front track 1.52 m, rear track 1.51 m,
wheel base 2.45 m.
The 512 had some similar technical features as the Aerospider.
These features were (see on next page)
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8.
Porsche and
the project –
the sports
car Porsche
desired
On first sight the Aerospider’s cockpit,
and in particular the central driving
position must have been astonishing.
The middle seat was placed ahead of the
others to give enough space for the driver to handle the car. We can assume that
only the driver’s seat would have been
used when racing. The other seats used
the remaining space as Gino recalled
and could be taken in the case of the
project’s sports car.
Such a design was still capable of causing a sensation fifty-seven years later as
it did when McLaren introduced their
three-seater F1 with central driving position in 1994.
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courtesy of the Revs Institute for Automotive Research, Inc.

After the publication on the Aerospider
in the magazine “Octane” of December
2008 a letter of Ian Grange of the company “Oldtimer Classics” in Manchester, UK arrived at the magazine with an
anecdote describing how he discovered
the Aerospider in 1967. He had found
the Aerospider in a remote gasoline station near Bridlington, North Yorkshire.
Based on his memories and with the
help of British friends we started a
search for the place “near Bridlington”
which lasted one year. Finally after many
wrong traces which at least showed the
abundance of airfields around York the
place of the “blue-white gasoline station” was found.
Nothing of the old buildings is left, but
the configuration of a living house, a
cafe to which the garages were attached
and a scrap yard is the same as it was
in 1967. Just the gasoline station has
been dismantled. The current complex
was bought in 1982 from the previous
owner - the “hermit”. This was Paul
Bentley, a car and scrap dealer. His father had worked as a chief engineer at
Rolls Royce before he opened a business
as vintage car dealer with a garage and
eight mechanics.
He must have got the Aerospider from
“Vintage Cars” between 1964 and 1967.
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11.
Rise into public
appearance – a life
in Great Britain
In 1978, the first article on the Aerospider which found public interest
was published by the Italian magazine
“Quattroruote”. It was a short piece on
a “Mysterious Mid-engined Alfa” spotted in a garage owned by an Alfa Romeo
concessionaire in Derby, Northern Ire-

land (this was a mistake, Ballymena was
the city, not Derby).
It was suspected that this was the lost
mid-engined racing car “Tipo 163” of
1941, which is referred to in the “bible”
of Alfa Romeos, a book by Luigi Fusi,
the director of the Alfa Romeo museum.
Readers were asked to send in any available information on the car.

It is interesting that Fusi could recall
Colin Crabbe’s story from 1974 (the cited
year 1964 was a misprint), when he had
discovered an “Alfa speziale”, but Fusi
realised not before receiving the letter
from Jankovits that this had been the
Aerospider.

Over a year later Luigi Fusi received a
letter adressed to the magazine “Quattroruote”. This was a response to the
former note on the “Mysterious Alfa”
written by Gino Jankovits who claimed
this Alfa was his and his brother’s creation.
Fusi at once invited Gino Jankovits to
meet him at the museum and they met
on the 14th of November 1979. After this
reunion Fusi sent a letter to the magazine giving an accurate information on
the car which was thereafter published.
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145
letter to Gino Jankovits in which Fusi told
his old friend about his letter to Templeton

The Aerospider at Templeton’s place in
Northern Ireland without street modifications except for the windscreen.
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In 1981 Fusi asked Templeton to buy
the car for the brothers Jankovits who
wanted their “child” back.
But by then Templeton had become
sick and had already offered the still
unrestored Alfa at an auction during a
car show at Newry. There the Alfa was
bought by the British collector Neil
Crabb.
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the Aerospider at the
car show and auction
in Newry around 1982

In 1985, Fusi again tried to buy the Alfa.
This time he wanted to buy the prototype for the Alfa Romeo museum. Anyhow, Fusi was so much hoping to see the
Alfa back in Italy again:
ma

Fusi wrote to Neil Crabb, but did not
receive any response.
Then the National Motor Museum in
Beaulieu, Sussex, borrowed the prototype and the Aerospider was to be seen
there by the public for the first time. The
full history was still not known to anybody except for Fusi and the Jankovits.
But the condition of the car had dropped
down significantly.
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On 9th December 1986, the Aerospider
was put on sale by auction at Christie’s
in London. Its “sad condition” – as without seats and lights - contributed to a
price of only £ 9.000 being achieved.
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Phil Bennetts of “Benson Classics” in
Leeds became the next owner of the
Aerospider.
An article in “Motor Sport” of the same
year was referring to the auction. In particular they mentioned the originality
and technical completeness of the Alfa.

In the meantime Fusi received a great
deal of information and documentation from the Jankovits and he in turn
supplied the magazine “Quattroruote”

with an article containing a factual history of the Aerospider as well as previously unseen photos. The article was
published in 1985.

Luigi Fusi had planned to add this hidden part of Alfa Romeo`s history to the
new edition of his legendary work. But
his death stopped him completing the
edition and seeing the Alfa again.
The following image is a pre-print of a
page of Fusi’s new book which refers to
the Aerospider in chapter “Alfa Romeo
Derivata”. The drawing was made by
Gino Jankovits from his memory.
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In 1996 the Aerospider was still owned
by Phil Bennett. It was in no better condition and was still covered with red
paint. Despite the dilapidated condition of its interior, all its mechanical
parts seemed to be present and sound.
Michael Ware, head of the Motor Museum at Beaulieu took photos of the Alfa.
When M. Ware in 2004 asked the community of the Internet “where did the
Jankovits Alfa go?” he received the information that the Aerospider was undergoing a restauration at Modena.
Indeed, the Aerospider had gone from
England back to Italy in 1999, not to the
museum, but to the private collector
Nazario Bacchi at Forli. Fortunately, all
the mechanical parts were still with the
car and none had been altered severely.
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After 1947 the Aerospider has gone
through 14 different owners. What we
now know is that the Alfa spent about
15 years in New Jersey and New York,
U.S.A, then came to England for about 7
years and went back to the same owner
in Nyack, N.Y. where he had come from,
then after 2 years came again into England for about 25 years. Remarkable is
that no owner knew from former owners except for the last one although the
area in which all British owners lived
was very small and covered just a surface of 100 x 120 miles. Most owners are
still living and they all recall the fascination of the Aerospider which always
faded after some time due to the missing history.

In 2001, another article on the Aerospider was published anonymously by
the Italian magazine “Manovella”, the
official magazine of the historic Italian Automotoclub. Unfortunately the
assumption in the article, which contained historic photos of the Aerospider’s construction, was that the car was
a copy of the Tipo 163. This helped only
to confuse the reader completely – the
Tipo 163 had been constructed 5 years
after the Aerospider.
In the meantime the Alfa got a modern
blue metallic paint which has not even
existed before the end of the fifties.
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A model of the car was placed on sale
under the misleading name “6 C 512”
having all non-original features as the
wrong colours.
An article on the Internet dealt with the
restoration of the car, and emphasised
its prestige value by showing a picture
of it, freshly painted in blue, placed on
a Persian rug.
The Aerospider was put on show to the
public during a small show in the town
Forli, near Bologna.

Even the leading Italian newspaper
“Corriere de la Sera” published a photo
of the Aerospider under the headline
“Where it can be seen”.

An article on the history of the prototype was published in a Croatian car
magazine by a journalist from Rijeka.
Unfortunately the article was full of
wrong facts and did not make a useful
contribution to the history of the car.
In February 2006, the Alfa was displayed at the Artcurial auction during
the “Retromobile” auto show in Paris
where the Aerospider became the talk
of the day for collectors and visitors
mentioned and pictured in French
newspapers.
But the car was withdrawn from the
sale. The auction company received a

letter of a member of the Royal Hungarian Automobile Club which raised
issues about its current authenticity as
its non-original colour and the mysterious Graber badges.
The car was presented – perhaps to promote the sale – with pre-war “Graber”
badges placed on each side of the car.
However no association between the
Swiss bodymaker Graber and the Aerospider existed, and none could be traced
in the Graber archive in Zurich. Indeed,
during repainting the “Graber” badges
turned out to be modern fakes.

Aerospider presented in
the auction catalogue
of Artcurial, Paris, price
was upon request
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In May 2006, the magazine “Classic and
Sports Car” published a comprehensive
article entitled “Alfa Union”. Although
the headline mentioned that “The Jankovits Special was inspired by a silver arrow” – which was not the fact – Mick
Walsh the author was prophetic and is
now proved to be right by suspecting
that “the Alfa could have pre-dated the
Auto Union by years if the time schedule
could be proven”.
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12.
Gino and
Oscar –
forgotten
geniuses
Enrico Jankovits with the author at Enzo Ferrari’s much loved restaurant
“La Clinica Gastronomica” in Rubiera, Italy

After a long search for members of the
Jankovits family the author met the
real source of the Aerospider`s history:
Enrico Jankovits, the son of Gino Jankovits.
At their first meeting Enrico came with
historic photos, memoirs and drawings
and he was also able to provide many
more details on the development of the
Aerospider. He recalled how often his
father and his uncle Oscar had talked
about their fabulous car which, until
they saw the magazine article about the
‘Mysterious Mid-engined Alfa’, had disappeared into thin air.

Enrico himself was fed up in his childhood whenever the discussion on the
lost car of these “old guys” started.
The meeting with Enrico Jankovits took
place at a historic site: the only restaurant which was visited by Enzo Ferrari
until he had built his own restaurant
in Maranello. Enzo arrived here with
all his important clients, kings and celebrities. He also came on Sundays – in
a low- profile Fiat as a 1100, but with a
white-gloved driver. Besides the superb
food Enzo was impressed by the two
lovely daughters Ana and Franca of the
befriended owner.
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Around 1980 Gino had started to write
down the history of their Aerospider,
but did not complete it. He reckoned
that the testing of Auto Union`s Typ
A race cars at Monza in the beginning
of 1934 had initiated their project of a
mid-engined pure race car – “macchina
da corsa”. And the body shape was influenced by Ledvinka`s Tatra of 1934.

pages of Gino‘s memoires and assemblages of historic photos
kept in the Jankovits
family
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Enrico kept also photos of other creations his father and uncle had designed.
As with the Aerospider the technical
part was done by Gino while the body
design was created by Oscar. A motor
yacht of 1937 called “Rondine” had distinctive features similar to those of the
fifties, as of Riva, but designed 25 years
earlier.

blueprint of Riva Aquarama

„Rondine“ 1937

Carlo Riva’s Aquarama 1962
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This unique creation attracted the RIVA
company so much that they aquired
the” Rondine” in the nineties.

birds view of the „Rondine“
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Other drawings show the construction
of motor boats and the engineering by
using a Ford engine.

Gino could not stop his force of inventions.
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“Motore a Distribuzione Rotante”
was this new type of engine called by
Gino Jankovits.
What an incredible Alfa Romeo the
brothers Jankovits and Vittorio Jano
might have built had the war not intervened.
A concept car built as high speed racer
with
a space age body, pioneering technical
features
and
a new kind of rotation engine without
valves.
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14.
On stage –
acclamation
succeeded
suspicion
The Concours d’Elegance at Villa d’Este
2008 was the first venue where the Aerospider took part. It has to be mentioned
that the fabulous restoration team had
agreed to do all the work within 4 days
and 4 nights. And they managed it in
time for the concours. Some details had
to be left for later completing: the gas
tank was a petrol can under the seat and
the windscreen was not ready. The Aerospider was taken to Cernobbio and
was displayed there in its new colours
and as the racing car version it had
been in 1937. Its appearance in public the first ever in its original race design
- was a great surprise. For many visitors
and journalists the Aerospider was THE
CAR of the event.
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the Aerospider in front
of the hotel Villa d‘ Este,
Cernobbio

presentation to the board of judges
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the biggest compliment was given by the sister of BMW chief designer
Van Hooydonk, stating that the Aerospider would be the only car of the
concours for which she would trade in her brand new 8 C Alfa Romeo.

one should consider the impression it would have made
on the public had it first appeared in 1937
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15.1
A L FA’s
heritage – at the
Champs-Elysees

In 2014 FIAT/Alfa Romeo asked for the
Aerospider to be presented for a month
at their headquarter “Motorvillage” on
the Champs -Elysees in Paris. The exposition “ALFA’ MAZING CARS” took place
in June, 2014.
From unloading at the Champs-Elysees
to presenting the Aerospider everybody
could see and feel his dimensions.
Alfa Romeo had chosen 4 cars of their
history to be shown as the “most important cars of the finest design ever
made”. Beside the Aerospider who was
honoured with the centre stage the
presented cars were: a P 2 race car, the
green “Carabo” designed by Bertone and
the yellow 33/2 of Pininfarina.
The Aerospider was placed at the main
entrance whereas the Carabo could be
seen in the basement and the Pininfarina car was above the Aerospider on the
first floor.
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Aerospider in „full dress“ – sitting there is not the author

presentation in the cataloque

presentation on the lawn
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16.
“ W h a t ’s
Alfa this
then” –
views from
outside

-a Bristish blog
My dad took a picture of this Alfa at
Goodwood and has proclaimed it
as the most gorgeous car ever, however
didnt notice what it was, and ashamedly I have no idea either. Could anyone
identify it, apologies for the poor picture Monday 5th July
“sure does look slippery. maybe you
could ask him to take a picture from the
front next time ?! “

स�कर्ट ब्रे�कं ग �सस्टम भी था। यह एक तल्
ु यकारक के �लए अनम
ु �त दे ता है जो सामने और

बीच ब्रे�कं ग बल के �वतरण म� �भन्नता होगी, संभवतः भार� ब्रे�कं ग के तहत प�हय� को लॉक

संभावना को कम करने के �लए। ट्रांस�मशन को मानक 6 सी 2300 से हटा �दया गया था, ल

पूव-र् चयनकतार् प्रणाल� को �गयर बदलने के �लए �वक�सत �कया गया था। इसके अलावा, .

-- an Indian blog

1 935-19 37 के दौरान, एयरोस्पेडर ने आकार लेना शुरू �कया इसके चे�सस को दो अलग-अलग

इंजन लेने के �लए �डज़ाइन �कया गया था - रे �संग के �लए �डज़ाइन �कया गया एक वी 12 12 सी

इंजन, और सड़क उपयोग के �लए 2.3 एल सीधी छः 6 सी, दोन� बीच म� घुड़सवार या�त्रय� के �लए
ड्राइवर के दोन� तरफ बैठने क� िस्थ�त म� यह एक क�द्र�य ड्राइ�वंग िस्थ�त थी, जैसे मैकलारे न एफ

1इसम� दो तरल �वतरक�, दो मास्टर �सल�डर और समायोज्य द्वैध ब्रेक के साथ एक चतुर जुड़वां

स�कर्ट ब्रे�कं ग �सस्टम भी था। यह एक तल्
ु यकारक के �लए अनम
ु �त दे ता है जो सामने और पीछे के

बीच ब्रे�कं ग बल के �वतरण म� �भन्नता होगी, संभवतः भार� ब्रे�कं ग के तहत प�हय� को लॉक करने क�

संभावना को कम करने के �लए। ट्रांस�मशन को मानक 6 सी 2300 से हटा �दया गया था, ले�कन एक

पूव-र् चयनकतार् प्रणाल� को �गयर बदलने के �लए �वक�सत �कया गया था। इसके अलावा, .....

- a French blog
“Pour le plaisir des yeux- retour sur le
Alfa 6C2300 Aerospider... en route vers
le future “

, एयरोस्पेडर ने आकार लेना शुरू �कया इसके चे�सस को दो अलग-अलग

इन �कया गया था - रे �संग के �लए �डज़ाइन �कया गया एक वी 12 12 सी

of the
Aerospider
led
ग के �लए 2.3 एल सीधी छः 6The
सी, presentation
दोन� बीच म� घुड़सवार
या�त्रय�
के �लए

to ड्राइ�वं
questions
ठने क� िस्थ�त म� यह एक क�द्र�य
ग िस्थ�त and
थी, जैसsuspicions
े मैकलारे न एफ of sur-

prised spectators. The Internet started
to be filled with thousands of contributions from all over the world. Here are a
few of these blogs found in the Internet

�, दो मास्टर �सल�डर और समायोज्य द्वैध ब्रेक के साथ एक चतरु जड़
ु वां
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20.
The Body –
strong and
low
When the Aerospider reappeared in
Northern Ireland it had the colour
like a red primer coat as seen on the
photos of 1965. For its first repaint in
Italy a metallic-blue was used – probably according to the current colour
of the Alfa Romeo BAT cars which are
displayed at the Blackhawk Museum.
But the Bertone creations originally
were painted red as the Alfa Romeo race
cars ( see page 127 ).The blue could also
not have been the Aerospider’s original
colour. The original colour must have
been green or red since the old monochrome photos show it with a dark shade.
A blue colour would appear as a light
shade in monochrome pictures. And it
could not have been metallic-blue since
a metallic finish had not been invented in 1937. The German Adler company
had been the first before WW II to introduce a finish which looked metallic
by mixing fish scales with the pigments.
288

remainings of original paint

applied colour NEXA P 425/954

Although red was the official colour
of Italian GP cars of the thirties, other
colours were applied by Alfa Romeo on
sports racers: grey, white, black or green.
We should not forget that the Aerospider’s paint was applied after ending of
the race car project in 1937/1938. Thus,
there was no more requirement for the
national red colour.

ferent colours of the Aerospider in this
book. In contrary to some assumptions
this always is the very same car. We did
not want to change the pictures digital-

ly to achieve the same colour. The colour is as the reader would see the Alfa in
that light in which the picture has been
taken.

In the course of the final repainting the
original, and by then slightly corroded,
paint was discovered on the back side
of the engine’s lids. The closest green
colour turned out to be a colour used
by Lancia for the Astura in the thirties.
When applied to the car the onlooker
sees a colour according to the fraction
of UV light within the light. In sunlight
its actual green shade is pronounced.
A decreasing UV light fraction proportionally changes the colour to blue and
even to black when the light is low. This
colour change is the reason for the difcolour in the Califor nian sun

Enrico Jankovits, the son of Gino could
recall that his uncle, Oscar, had mentioned the wonderful red colour of the
interior. Since green was the colour of the
body the complementary colour red was
used for the car’s interior.
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on the historic banks of Brooklands race track

22
S p e e d Tr i a l – a n s w e r i n g
the old question

est rpm in fourth gear were between
2000 and 2500 rpm. Syeed Ali who
has produced a film on the Aerospider
managed to get the permission for high
speed trials at the longest straight in the
U.K., the old airfield of Bruntlingthorpe (see film on website www.aerospider.com). We were told that due to the
high noise emissions the trials could
be stopped by the local Department of
Environment, but one run should be
achieved before shutting down the trial.
We arrived at the site around 6 p.m. and
could run the straight 3 times till not
the noise emissions, but a mechanical
failure stopped the attempts.

preparations for the run and the filming
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The old question came back into mind
after the Goodwood Revival of 2012:
How fast would have been the 12 C
Aerospider? The theoretical answer has
been given by Bill Milliken who estimated the top speed equal to its contemporary rivals: around 250 mph. Without

the foreseen 12 C engine of 432 hp the
top speed cannot be verified in practice.
But it would also be interesting to know
the top speed of the Aerospider with its
current engine of 105 hp. To get this answer an “endless” straight would be ideal. During all previous driving the high-

The highest speed which was achieved
was 140 km/h at an corresponding
3200 rpm in fourth gear which means
that 75 hp of the available 105 hp were
needed for that speed. No higher speed
could be reached on the straight due
to a problem of shifting from third to
fourth gear. At about 3500 rpm in third
the shifting system selected the second
instead of the fourth gear. Probably
due to the heat in the engine compartment the sophisticated shifting failed.
Its adjustion must have changed and

an abrevation of a few tenth of a millimeter would miss the right gear. The
engine’s revs had to be lowered before
gear change into fourth gear. Thus we
missed at least a third of the straight’s
length for speeding. But the achieved
top speed was about 20 km/h higher
that the former calculated speed. By
using this correction we can calculate
the corresponding Cx value which is
found to be 0.23 instead of the first assumed value of 0.30. Now the top speed
of the Aerospider with the 6 C engine of
105 hp can be expected as of 216 km/h
which would have surpassed all other
pre-war Alfa Romeo race cars except the
Grand Prix cars (see chapter 21).

The runs on the old airfield confirmed
some earlier statements on the driving
properties of the Alfa and lead also to
some new sights. Repeatedly the driver
got the feeling that the limitation of the
Aerospider’s speed was not the common enemy air, but the engine’s power.
Amazing was the easy straightness of
every run, no pending, no getting off
the line at all. The responding to slight
changes of directions confirmed the
suitness of the steering geometrics.
And again the driver was surprised by
the stability of the suspension. We were
warned before that the surface of the
runway was old and bumpy and this
could be felt during driving in a new
BMW. But the Aerospider impressed all
witnesses by its smooth riding on the
uneven concrete. The Alfa looked and
felt balanced perfectly on the road. There
was no “jacking” on rebounds as with
other cars having swing axles. This appears also at the film of the FOS Goodwood (www.aerospider.com) which was
executed by the forgotten camera on the
basement of the cockpit. The camera was
only moving during sharp turns, but did
not jump or shift on the metal bottom
during the speeding.

During the second run the Aerospider
came closer to the leading filming team
in their Range Rover. I thought that
they wanted to let me close up, but later I was told that the Range Rover could
not match the actual acceleration of
the Aeropider and had to let him pass.
Obviously the acceleration between
2500 and 3000 rpm in fourth gear was
supported by the highest torque. I also
found that turning around the Alfa by
pushing the gas and turning the steering wheel was very easy even on the dry
surface for leaving rubber on the track.
It was a very hot day and ambient temperatures were still around 30 degrees
of Celsius when we started the trials.
The cooling water’s temperature was
around 80 degrees of Celsius, but at full
speed it dropped even down to about 50
degrees. This again proved that the cooling system was not only well sorted, but
also suitable for a much more powerful
engine.
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